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ONE OF THE MANY
I am a great admirer of the
work you are doing and
would like to let you know
hundreds like my self-wish to
see the NBU strive for the
greatness and gain the
honour that it so deserves.

If anyone wants proof that
NBU is here to stay we
present some pics from
members.

I am a very young political
individual who has studied
the BUF and the main aspect
of politics of Word war two. I
understand due to the law I
cannot be given certain
amounts of work to do.
Although I'd be open for any
kind of work there is to help
with the NBU.

We are in the process of
setting up a new office
complex that will include its
own camping site. A full
report will be in next months
issue. Thank you to all
officers and members who
have made this exciting step
forward a possibility.

I have always supported the
National Socialists Party and
of course the BUF, but when I
heard of the man Gary Raikes
doing the impossible I tore
with joy after, I heard his BUF
talk on Youtube I fell for the
NBU in amazement and
wonder.
I would really like for you to
reply by sending me anything
I could do to help the NBU
efforts.
Yours, Elis Dodd.
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The following essay is
based on a video
presentation called
Europe is killing itself by
Pat Condell.

struggle for our very
civilisation is at stake. We
must resist, we must act we
can not let this happen and I
believe the whole country
needs to read this message.

intention of integrating.
What's the worst that can
happen? Of course we
mustn't generalise about men
who've all been raised in the
same violent misogynistic
Much of what is mentioned in
rape culture. We have to
that video is what many of us So apparently we don't have assume that the moment they
are thinking and indeed living enough criminals, terrorists set foot in Europe or our own
with on a daily basis. I agree and rapists here in Europe. country that they magically
with the whole thing, its
We do have quite a few, but develop civilised western
sentiment and it's out right unfortunately its nit enough values like us, or well be
argument about Islam. I
for our politicians and the
racists. And when they lie
believe that we are or maybe political classes ruling our
about their age and pretend
have already walked in to a country, so were having to
to be children, we have to
nightmare that we are
import them wholesale from take them at their word and
struggling to wake up from. I the Muslim third world, which, put them with our children;
hope this message is listened being what it is has plenty to because that's the kind of
to and is understood. We are spare. Of course, along with people we are in Europe and
fighting for nothing more than the crime, terrorism, and
Great Britain, spineless
the survival of our culture and rape, we are also importing irresponsible morons. We love
our race. This message has the religion of Islam, which is nothing more than to signal
been made ever more
followed in the main by
our virtue, at literally any
poignant by the news that our millions of people from an
cost. And were so terribly
government, the ones we
already violent authoritarian proud of the fact that we
voted in to office are thinking culture who have been taught don't discriminate, even when
of allowing known jihadist
from birth that their religion we should do just that. So the
fighters back in to our country must rule the world, by force result is that Islamic terrorists
after they have taken part in if necessary that non-Muslims can just walk right in along
actions of war and terror in are inferior to them, that
with everybody else, as six of
Syria with Isis. WE know
women are to be used by
the sick depraved Paris Jihad
these men have killed and
men, that little girls can be
attackers did. Let us not
murdered people, they have married to and raped by
forget that they walked right
the blood of innocent people grown men, that Jews are the in to Europe as refugees with
on their hands and our
eternal enemy, and that all
no checks, then made their
government wants to give
homosexuals should be killed. way freely unmolested to
them welfare breaks. It's out So, let's flood our great,
where they wanted to be and
of this world it's really is. We emancipated society with
started killing as many people
should be detaining them and millions of those people, and as they liked. Boarder
concentrating those that have see what happens. Let's keep security? Oh no, that would
supported them and shutting and open mind. Let's open
send the wrong message,
down those mosques that
ourselves up to the most
don't come! And we cant do
have worshipped in. Much
brutal, predatory culture on that, because they've been
more needs to be done than earth, and let in hordes of
invited, welcomed, taken in to
is currently being done by our unemployed mostly male
our bosom and they think
weak government. A war is fighting age welfare parasites there coming to conquer us,
coming, a civil war where the that hate us and have no
too, they really do. It sounds
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absurd to us, like a horrible countries to re-open their
because they have a recent
nightmare that any normal
boarders, and accept their
history of being governed by
person would want to wake share of the nightmare and of actual Marxism, and they can
up from, but its what they've course the European Union smell the evil, they know it's
been taught all their lives by agrees. However some of its rotten. They also know what
their violent supremacist
newer members such as
the rest of us have known for
religion, so why would they Poland, Hungry, Slovakia, the quite some time now, that
not believe it? The sad thing Chec Republic and others are being governed by open
is we can't complain because not so keen. It seems that
borders politicians is like
they keep telling us that exact these counties don't want
travelling with a suicidal bus
thing, but we don't want to their societies flooded with
on a mountain road its
hear it, because it's just too criminals, terrorists and
obvious now that if we don't
outlandish an idea for us to rapists, and they're seriously get somebody else at the
take seriously, like nine elevenembarrassing everyone else wheel, and soon, we are all
or something. Beside, we are with their unfashionable
going over a cliff.
far to afraid that if we do take common sense. They can see
it seriously somebody might the explosion of crime and
The established order has
call us a racist, and that far violence in the countries that shown that they can't be
too high a price for us to pay have like us opened their
trusted with our safety and
not to sell out our children
boarders, and they righty feel security, and they're not
and our grand-children's
that it would be a betrayal of persuaded by evidence or
future, so were just going to their own people, now there's reason. No the established
sit back like beached whales a novel idea, to let this poison order are hell bent to press
and let it happen, for the sake in to their societies. They
on with the folly regardless,
of inclusion.
don't want their countries to like religious zealots who
be places where women and believe they're acting in the
The countries in the south of girls are afraid to go out go cause of a greater good that
Europe are getting the worst out on their won at night.
transcends the wishes of the
of the invasion, and Italy, that Where it seems like every
people who elected them, if
once great bastion of Fascism week there's another gang
anyone did elect them. They
is at bursting point, because rape by men who got into the know very well that this
left-wing activist boats are
country by pretending to be invasion is making Europe
being allowed to pick up
children. They don't want
more dangerous, especially
migrants from traffickers and their counties riddled with
for women and less civilised,
act as a virtual illegal ferry
police no-go zones controlled but they think it's a price
services to Europe. If the
by Muslim gangs like we have worth paying. As long as
Italian government had nay here in our country. They dot somebody else pays it. So if
regard at all for its own
want to see their prisons full your child is murdered by an
people or the rule of law, all of terrorists and rapists they Islamic terrorist, or your
those boats would be seized a can't deport. They don't want daughter is raped by an illegal
scuttled and everybody on
Saudi-funded mosques
migrant, they'll murmur their
them thrown in to jail. But the preaching sedition, violence, regrets, but privately they'll
Italian government is not the and hate, while everybody
consider it collateral damage.
government of Benito
else's right to free speech is The important thing, the
Mussolini it is weak and
truncated to a vial stump of progressive thing, is to merge
doesn't want to stop the
itself. And they really don't
the two cutlers, the civilised
invasion, it wants other
want cultural Marxism
one and the barbarous one.
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Of course they know that a
civilised people will
instinctively reject barbarism.
Therefore civilised people
need to be re-educated to
believe that barbarism is as
valid as civilisation and
worthy of equal respect or
you'll be a criminal, which is
pretty much where we are
now.

saying that, it's Islam saying apart if it wasn't held together
it. Read the Koran and see for by the threat of violence. So it
yourself. The Whole of the
should be no surprise to us
Muslim world wants the west that it gives it followers a
put to the sword. The Koran mandate to conquer humanity
is a virtual declaration of war by force, it has nothing else
against the whole of
to offer. Let us be clear. The
humanity. There is no
only reason it hasn't
ambiguity about it, no
conquered us in the West is
whatsoever. It's all about
because we are stronger. If
slaying and subduing the
Islam was stronger, we would
infidel. There is no love thy all be Muslims now or dead
You see, politicians don't like neighbour, no Golden Rule, no and we have no excuse for
having the ugly truth pointed seek the kingdom of heaven not knowing that, and no
out to them when they're
within. Its all about
excuse for not acting upon it.
trying so hard to ignore it,
conquering and killing
Then great American
because it shows them up for unbelievers, waging war
president Thomas Jefferson
the unprincipled invertebrates against the world, and
knew it more that two
they are. So here in Europe shoving Islam down
hundred years ago when he
they've simply made the truth everyone's throats whether asked the Arab ambassador
illegal, because they can. We you like it or not. Let's be
why they attacked and
don't have a First Amendment clear, that's what the
enslaved people who had
here, so free speech means terrorists are trying to do,
done them no harm, and he
whatever they say it means, because that's what their
was told that it was because
and that means we don't
scripture tells them to do.
the Koran instructs Muslims to
have free speech at all. It
And we are reminded that
wage war against everyone
seems we fought so hard to every time police in Europe who does not submit to
get rid of the Iron Curtain,
find a military grade arms
Islam, and make slaves of
only to replace it with and
cache hidden near or in a
prisoners. He was also told
iron lid, because several
mosque.
that every Muslim who dies in
European counties have now
this cause will go straight to
prosecuted their own citizens Islam despises everything
Paradise, this sounds all too
as criminals for expressing
we're supposed to stand for. familiar doesn't it. So this
the wrong opinion about the Islam would abolish all our
jihad terror insanity we see
mass illegal Muslim invasion freedoms given half the
today is nothing new at all, its
that is being forced upon us. chance. You only have to look not some sudden aberration,
Earlier this year a man in
at the places on this earth
it's not based on a
Austria was sentenced to five where Islam dominates are misunderstanding or wrong
months in prison for
black holes of ignorance and interpretation of scripture, it
expressing the opinion that cruelty. Its stamps out
is not the corruption of a
Islam is at war with the West, freedom where ever it gets great religion, an idea that we
when it's painfully clear to
the upper hand and nonare force fed by our
everyone that Islam is very Muslims are always
politicians. It is simply Islam,
much at war with the West. persecuted, because that is and it has always been Islam.
Only a fool, or a judge, could what the religion demands. and if we don't start pushing
deny it. Islam is our sworn
As an ideology, its so absurd back against now, as we have
enemy, and that's not us
and inhuman it would fall
had to do throughout its
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history, it will prevail like an and paramilitary conflict on
BACK IN STOCK
incoming tide, because we
the streets? Do you that will
have opened the door to it
shake us out of our virtuous
now, in a way that has never stupor? Well, we'll soon find
happened before, and we are out because that is what's
sleepwalking into a disaster. coming, sooner that we think.
We have freely opened our The seeds have already been
society to the most backward, sown. Let us do our duty to
repressive, brutal, and
our country and our race and
predatory culture on the
get up of our knees and fight
planet. A culture that belongs because they are fighting. Ask
in another century, and on
yourself. Do they love this
another planet. A culture that country more than you? Do
thinks its going to take over, they want what is best for
so it has no respect for the
you and your children and
law and we give it every
your country? No they don't.
encouragement, to, by
We must wake up, we must
censoring ourselves and by act now because it may be to
backing away from it and
late tomorrow.
mumbling nonsense about
tolerance and diversity to
TOM MITFORD
people who don't know the NBU EDUCATION OFFICER
meaning of those words, and
who laugh at us openly. As
the late great Enoch Powell
states, we must be insane. I
ask the question, when do
you think we will come to our
senses and stop re-electing
the criminals who are
imposing this nightmare in
Europe and our own country?
Will it be when the situation is
so bad that it is irreversible?
Will it be when Europe and
the U,K resembles the Muslim
third world, with violent crime
rampant, police outnumbered
and quitting in droves, as
they are in Sweden right
http://newbritishunion.co
now? Will it be when criminal
.uk/nbu-store.html
gangs and Sharia dominating
the public space? When
women are assaulted and
raped daily, children raped
and molested, regular gunfire,
car bombs, suicide bombs
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am not racist in any way but government. Catalunya has its
that does not mean I have
own mother-tongue and a
some views on some
common territory and is,
concerning faiths and beliefs, therefore, a nation and as
naturally. The meaning of
such is entitled to national
Fascism is lost with people
independence. Spain is not a
saying it without any
nation it is a country made up
knowledge of what it's about. of a few nations including
We must educate the
Catalunya and the Basque
population in its true meaning Country, which has an equal
and show Great Britain and a claim to independence.
new era and make Great
Britain Great. I may be young How refreshing it was to see
HAVE YOUR SAY
but so was Oswald Mosley
the joy and jubilation on the
when he joined politics.
faces of the young Catalans
Message: Big fan of Oswald
celebrating their
Mosley's ideas and beliefs for Catalan independence bid independence. They are
this country. Great Britain is in
should inspire us all.
behind their government,
dire need of new leadership
unlike so many of England's
even now. Mass immigration A nation is formed when folks doom-laden youngsters who
flock and huddle within our have a common motherseem to believe us old folk
borders, weakening our
tongue and are living in a
have ruined their future for
strength, union and
common territory joined
voting for our independence.
legitimacy of our great nation. together. The commonI believe heavily in the British mother-tongue reflects the
Our youngsters could take a
Empire and in my lifetime I fact that these folk have been tip frolm the young Catalans
want to fight life and limb to living, working and acting
and show faith and loyalty to
see it rise once again. One
together for a long historical their country.
thing I support is the freedom period. A common tongue
of religious views and political and common territory at its One reason for the strength
opposition even if I don't like beginning are the
of the demand for
or support them I will still
distinguishing features of a independence is Catalans are
listen and argue. The
nation. They are what makes fed up with subsidising all of
migration crisis is tearing this it different from
Spain. This reminds me of the
country apart and our
other nations.
fact that England is
families. I believe that any
subsidising Scotland, Wales
true nation should put its own One way some countries have and the six counties of Ulster.
people first, instead of letting of oppressing others is that of Isn't it about time that
migrants take refuge in an
forcing the conquered nation England declared unilateral
already overpopulated
to speak the tongue of the
independence from the rest of
country. What this country
oppressing nation.
the UK?
needs is order, stability,
economic growth, national
This happened to Catalunya GRENVILLE
power and military might,
for many years and is starting
unity, jobs for the British
to happen again especially
workers and much more. I
with the persecution of its
treat everyone equal and I
leaders by the Spanish
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Message: Hello there! I am Scandinavia and in the
sex marriage and accepts few
interested in starting a similar Netherlands the Party for
homosexual rights. In 2015
movement in America. I
Freedom which wants to
Orban ordered the building of
would love some tips and
leave the EU and ban Islam a barrier fence along
tricks if you have any. I am took more seats than ever
Hungary's Serbian border to
worried though, as ANTIFA before and is the second
keep outlanders out. Now
and other organizations may biggest party in the
there is a harder party, the
get me and others hurt. I am Netherlands.
Jobbik Party whose leader,
not fully capable of trusting In France Marine le Pen's
Gabor Vona, once formed an
the officers to keep peace, as Front National won more than anti-gypsy paramilitary group
they have been called off in a third of France's popular
which was banned in 2009!
the past by their bosses and vote and very importantly half In Austria more than half the
therefore, allow violence to the votes of the 18-25 year voters went for either the
break out in the streets. I do olds! She calls for scrapping Eurosceptic Austrian People's
not want any such things to the euro, curbing immigration Party [the DVP] led by the
occur. Perhaps having a
and has anti-Islamic policies. charismatic Sebastian Kurz or
division for our own security In Germany the nationalist
the anti-Islam, antiis a better idea than trusting and Euro-sceptic Alternative immigration and anti-Europe
the police or using other
for Germany [the AfD] is now Freedom Party led
means of protection during the country's third biggest
by Christian Strache which
say a march or meeting. I
party. The AfD has
came second in recent
want my nation to arise from campaigned hard against
elections. It looks as if
foolishness and once again, Merkel's"open-door" stance Chancellor Kurz might might
lead the world as an example on immigration and has a
form a coalition with Strache
of manhood and strength
main slogan of Islam is not whose FPO has been accused
making a comeback into the part of Germany. It also
of xenophobia and racism
world.
caused some outrage [and a [haven't we all].
lot of support!] when it said In Italy the anti-establishment
An anti-immigration
the black footballer Jerome Five Star Movement is the
Eurosceptic billionaire is Boateng was a good player country's most popular party
about to become the new but you would not
and looks likely to cause an
PM of the Czech Republic want someone like Boateng upset in the 2018 elections. It
and all over Europe
as a neighbour! [Well?].
is against the Euro. Like
Nationalism is on the rise!
I Poland President Andrzej
Catalunya two of Italy's
Andrej Babis leads the Action Duda's nationalst Law and
regions Lombardy and Veneto
for Dissatisfied Citizens
Justice Party has policies
led by the Northern League
[AND]. He gained 30 oer cent which are focussing on anti- are holding referendums
of the votes after
Islamic concerns and supportsasking for even more
campaigning against EU
conservative family values
autonomy.
migrant quotas. A coalition
and is now anti-Europe.
with the Freedom and Direct In Hungary Prime Minister
Democracy Party which wants Viktor Orban's antito leave the EU is likely.
immigration party is against
In Scandinavia the Sweden EU integration, promotes
Democrats and the True Finns family values, rejects sameare upsetting politics across
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LEADERS MESSAGE

to the past that conceived
British Fascists and proud them. Fascism is in essence a
national doctrine which finds
of it
in each great nation a
character, policy, form and
method suited to each
particular country. For this
reason a far greater
divergence will be found in
the expression of modern
fascism in different countries
than prevail in the
international creeds such as
liberalism and socialism, or
conservatism, which under
various names can be found
in every country in the world.
The name of our movement is
New British Union and the
NBU does not borrow ideas
faith of the movement is the from abroad, we have no
fascist creed as defined by
foreign models for a plain and
Mosley in the foreword of
simple reason. We are proud
'Tomorrow we live' published enough of our own people to
back in 1938, and to that
believe that, once Britain is
position NBU proudly adheres awake, our people will not
with ever increasing
follow, but will once again
justification from events and lead mankind. In this deep
with ever increasing support faith we hold that no lesser
from the people.
destiny is worthy of the
British people than that the
NBU in whole character is a whole world shall find in
British principle suited to
Britain an example.
Britain alone. It is true that
our fascist creed is universal
in different form and method
to all great countries of the
world. That was true also in
their own period of every
great creed, political or
religious, that our country has
ever known.
The only difference in this
respect between NBU and the
old establishment parties is
that our creed belongs to the
21st century, and their creeds
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A SHORT HISTORY OF
CANADIAN FASCISM
Canada, who by nature
AND THE CURRENT STATE resented Semites,
OF CANADA
communists and the

lukewarm. Several facts may
explain the tempered
response to fascists that
contrasts so sharply with
police and state commitment
to putting down communist
movements. First, the
authorities and the fascists
shared a dislike of the
socialists and communists.
Second, German settlers
enjoyed a largely favourable
reputation in Canada, despite
the xenophobia stirred up by
the Great War, so even ethnic
pro-Hitler groups like
the Deutscher Bund
Kanada might be treated with
kid gloves. Third, anti-semitic
sentiments were almost
ubiquitous among Catholic
and Protestant Canadians so
this (policy) of fascism did not
set off alarm bells.

In the 1930's, there were
immigration of the asian
three fascist parties in
horde into British Columbia.
Canada: the Canadian Union In Ontario and the prairie
of Fascists, formerly named provinces, the Klu Klux Klan
the British Empire Union of
had a large membership.
Fascists, (a Mosleyite party
Although not fascist in nature, So moderately were the
allied to the British Union of the Klan vehemently opposed fascists treated that the
Fascists), the Parti National foreign immigration.
leader of the NUPC survived
Social Chrétien (the National
the war to run in several
Social Christian Party) in
The security section of the
more elections after 1945.
Quebec, which looked to
Royal Canadian Mounted
protestant Anglo-Canadian
Police kept a watch on all
As evidence of the antimembership under the name fascists in Canada but did
Semitism in Canada, in 1939,
the National Unity Party of
little in the way of
the Prime Minister, William
Canada. The NUPC was the interference.
Lyon MacKenzie King, and his
largest and most successful of
immigration Minister Frederick
the three parties. Lastly, was As Europe marched toward a Blair, refused to allow 907
the Canadian Nationalist
second world war, the
Jews into Canada from the
Party.
Canadian fascists were more ship St. Louise, which had
closely watched by the state. sailed from Hamburg as the
All three parties had a vision Having said that, when war Jews tried to escape German
of an all-white, all-Christian was declared and the
persecution. The captain also
Canada. As such, they were authorities set about
tried to land them in Cuba,
little troubled by the
corralling (the fascist parties), and other Caribbean ports
government or the people of their enthusiasm for doing so and even the U.S.A., but was
seems to have been
refused by all. On return to
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Europe they finally were
allowed to land in Belgium
only to be over-run by the
invading Germans. 254 of
those arrested died in
concentration camps.

Liberal parties of England, still RALLY TO OUR BANNER
affects us. The Brexit vote to
leave the E.U. was just what
he would have favoured. His
concept of "Europe a Nation"
would have assured
sovereignty for each nation,
Fast forwarding to the early but provided a framework
1960's, as a young school
within which unified defence
boy, I had never seen a negro and overall government for
and in my school there were Europe would have stopped
Almost six years ago Gary
two East Indians and perhaps all wars and stopped
Raikes re-lit the torch of
eight Chinese students. In
immigration of foreign
other words most Canadians elements that have placed us fascism in Britain by founding
New British Union. Many
were of European descent.
all in danger of being
times during that period
submerged in our own
determined attempts have
Then in 1968, the Liberal
countries.
been made to extinguish that
government of Pierre Trudeau
torch by enemies, very often
took power. He stayed for
Canada is now following in
four terms until 1984 and
Britain's footsteps. The recent disguised as friends.
Sometimes they have almost
destroyed the integrity of the immigration of 25,000
population of Canada. Today, Muslims by order of Trudeau, succeeded. The light flickered
his son is now Prime Minister, the Younger, only means that and grew dim, but there was
and he continues his father's here too, all white European that vital spark which kept it
corrupt ways - destroying
Canadians will be a minority alive through the stress of
Canada and its British
in their own country in but a bad times until at last it is
kindling into a flame that will
heritage.
few decades.
sweep the whole country.
In schools now, there are few I strongly support our Leader, Thinking people of all classes,
European descendants, most Gary Raikes, in his picking tired of the mess in which our
students are Chinese or
up the torch passed from Sir professional politicians have
South-east Asian, Muslim,
Oswald Mosley to him. It is landed us, are beginning to
West Indian, black and that only by united action that
seek a real alternative. British
ilk. When schools let out you change can be had.
Fascism is able, and willing, to
do not hear any English being Blackshirts unite. In Britain, supply it. British fascism is as
spoken, just foreign
Canada, the USA and
distinct from italian Fascism
unintelligible babble.
elsewhere, we must all work as German national Socialism
to end immigration of nonis from both, the only thing
I have been interested in
Europeans.
common to all is the spirit of
fascism for over 50 years and
patriotism which animates
have studied Sir Oswald
Hail The Leader
any fascist movement.
Mosley in detail, and the
Signed - David Clark, U.E.
benefits he could have
British fascism can save
brought to Britain. His
Britain from the forces of
forward innovative thinking,
disloyalty and disruption
so uncharacteristic of the
which are gathering for the
Conservative, Labour and
attack, while the political elite
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A Fascist Brotherhood
arrange trips to conferences
fuller and finer expression of
all over the world at the
Ours is a creed of union not truth. Let us waste no energy
expense of the tax-payers.
division. We are a body of
on anger towards those who
people in search of truth, and have no feeling for this idea,
To our members and
they deserve pity. If any who
supporters we say the time is we seek to create a social
actively and wilfully attack
ripe to redouble our efforts to organism which will allow
carry the light to those still in mankind to express truth in this idea they will reap as
darkness. To the real patriot action. We view history as a they have sown. The light
ever conquers darkness such
we say, "Rally to our banner long striving to this high
purpose. For those who
is a principle in nature.
and help us to repair the
demand
a
definition
of
truth
errors of our failed political
the answer is, that truth is
United in brotherhood Europe
parties." They have all
not
to
be
confused
in
one
will weather the coming
betrayed us. Our programme
is sane, and, above all else, word, one man, one nation, storm. The time is short, and
practical. It aims at placing or one continent. Each and those who have a sense of
our country on a sound basis everyone has their own view duty to the future must steel
of truth, be they warrior or
themselves for this, the
to get back to where she
should be as the leader of the worker, artist or navvy. Some, mightiest task that ever
the leaders have a wider view challenged the soul of man.
world in everything which
than the rest. Others fear
History bears witness to the
makes for progress and
truth,
such
men
deserve
not
heroism of those in all walks
prosperity.
hatred, but pity, for they have of life who froze, burned,
turned their backs to the light starved in the service of truth.
Join our ranks now, and
hasten the day when we can and fear their own shadows. This present tear and blood
stained chapter shall end with
once more hold our heads
high as proud citizens of the Our message to a suffering the words; “It was not in
continent is to restore love of vain.”
greatest country under the
our fellow men to a hate
sun.
racked world. The enemies of
truth fear love, for when love Gary Raikes
Sam Curtis
wins the day the hateNBU secretary
mongers will no longer be
able to stir brother against
brother. If some in ignorance
laugh at love, we can only say
“without love, brotherhood is
merely a word”.
Let all in Europe who have
fought inspired by love of
country, unite and love their
continent with it’s 3000 years
of culture, not a European
super-state but a family of
nations and their long and
painful striving towards a
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